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Choral Club
Denishawn Dancers To
Freshman Day Ends In
Presents "Among
Appear Here May 16
"Gypsy Camp" Tonight
My Souveniers"
$ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY
WOMEN SPONSOR APPEARANCE
Large Crowd Expected

Freshmen Celebrate
Class Day as Gypsies

-®
OLD FASHIONED DANCES AND
SONGS CONTRAST WITH
MODERN

A very delightful operetta was pre\
sented by the Choral Club last ThursRuth St. Dennis, with her dancing THEME UNIQUE; COLORS ENLIV- day night in Walter Reed Hall.
EN H. T. C. CAMPUS
troupe, the Denishawn dancers, will
"Among My Souvenirs" was an enappear here in Reed Hall, the night of
joyable
operetta—one in which the
Since there are almost three hundMay 16, to give interpretations of
modern
girl,
Joan, found her grandmany Original costume dances. Spon- red Freshmen registered at this Col- mother in the attic and in her eagersored by the American Asociation of lege, it is no wonder that red and white ness to hear all, spurred her grandUniversity Women, who have done predominated on campus as a part of mother on, to tell all about her own
extensive advertising, a full house the festivity celebrating the special youthful days. As the grandmother
composed of many people frow all class day of such a band. Each mem- remembered, the pictures she painted
ber wore, in fitting appropriateness to
sections of the Valey, is expected.
in her mind became real to the audiMiss St. Dennis, who was born in the theme, a gypsy outfit consisting of ence. This comprised the first act.
a small village in New York State, has a red bolero jacket over her white The second took place in the living
risen to fame chiefly through her dress and a bandana about her head. room of Joan's home where all of her
study and interpretation of national She carried a tambourine to furnish friends were gathered. Joan wanted
dances, especially those of the oriental music for the purpose of boosting her her grandmother to see the modern
countries. Not only does she dance, but class. The central theme was gypsies dances which were going to be in a
she has so thoroughly caught the spirit and in Harrison Hall the Freshmen show of her own production, and preof the countries, that her interpreta- Art Club Members artistically carried sented her friends in several of them.
it out in the class colors, red and
tions are perfect in all details.
The two main characters, Betty Stone
It is expected that her program here white. The step landing symbolized a and Frances Ralston, who played the
will consist of a number of those gypsy camp where stood a member of parts of the granddaughter and granddances which in her travels on the the^tribe over^a pot, selling tickets mother respectively, couldn't have
continent she has learned and perfect- for the stunt."' The lights within the suited their roles any better.
ed; these will be done in gorgeous na- hall and the lamps on the outside stood
The choruses and dances in which
as decorated models of little gypsy
tive costumes.
the
entire Choral Club took part, were
.Besides her own dancing, with her girls.
attractive and snappy and the memOn their way to breakfast the stu- bers of the Choral Club are to be conhusband, Ted Shawn, and is.head of a
school for dancers from which many of dent body was greeted with dancing gratulated on their success.
the screen and stage favorites of today and singing by the Freshmen gypsies.
It is interesting to know that
On each table was a red and white Azile Swartz a Freshman and a memhave learned their art.
It is said that when these dancers candy. During the night a red and ber of the club, wrote the operetta.
appeared at the State Teachers Col- white paper bow was pinned on every
lege at Radford, that an official of the door of each dormitory. The class PLAY PRESENTED HERE
school offered to advance the money had charge of chapel exercises. The
BY HAMPDEN-SIDNEY
for admission to any student who was climax came as the Freshman stunt
temporarily out of funds. This is mere- which will be held in Walter Reed Hall JONGLEURS APPEAR IN CAPly an example of the nation wide fame at eight o'clock. Through the entire
TAIN APPLEJACK MAY 10
of the \alue of such a performance. day the gypsy theme was carried out
The students of H. T. C. enjoyed the
To any school, the opportunity for a in full detail.
delightful
privilege of witnessing Walreally great performances, comes rareter Hackett's "Captain Applejack,"
ly, and because of its rarity as well as FRESHMEN OUTSTANDpresented by the Hampden-Sydney
its beauty and expuisite finish is this
ING
IN
H.T.C.
ATHLETICS
Jongleurs, in Walter Reed Hall, on
opportunity not to missed.
Saturday night, May 10. The perforRATE HIGH IN. ALL MAJOR mance was sponsored by the Stratford
JUST
LOOK
WHAT
SPORTS
Dramatic Club.
L. H. Miller, Jr. portrayed Captain
FRESHMEN DO
The members of the Fresman class Applejack as professionally as the
A great many members of the have taken a great deal of interest in character has ever been done on the
Freshman class have become mem- all forms of athletics this year. In the stage. His performance was exceedbers of the various organizations" on fall, when the class was quite young, ingly enjoyable.
everyone wan wondering what the
P. H. Ropp gave an unusually fine
campus.
"Rats" would do. When the class bas- interpretation of his character, Anna
''age Literary Society
ketball teams were organized it was Voliska. The entire characterization
DorothyMartin, LauraMelcljor, Marfound that though this class was last, proved his ability in rendering an enthat Ellison, Emyline Peterson, Sid
it was by no means least in basket- joyable performance. He proved to be
Henderson, Janet Lowrie, Lucie Velball. The girls, just out of high one of the out-standing characters of
ines, Emma Jane Shultz.Marguerite
school, quite anxious to show that the evening.
Smithy, Betty Bush, (Chairman of
they, too, could play basketball. There | A. W. Potts and C. W. Chappell, as
Program Committee,) Betty Stone,
were thirty-four loyal members who Mrs. Pengrad and Mrs. Agatha What(Seargeant at Arms,) and Kitty Lee.
came out regularly lending their help combs respectively, were notable in
Lee Literary Society
to form a team which might prove their handling of the roles.
Jack Johnson, Piercy Williams, Dot victorious. Out of the four games
H. E. Kanna as Lush, R. M. WilCampbell and Lillian Hicks.
played, this class won one. Five mem- son as Poppy Faire, C. L. Cabell, as
Lanier Literary Society
bers of this group, Ida Roach, Mary Horace Pengrad, A. C. Hopkins, Jr. as
Betty Marie Coffey, Louise Hooks, Haga, Sara Katherine Clark, Bernice Ivan Borolsky, R. G. McAllister as
Eleanor Moore, Prudence Spponer, Ida English, and Pete Peterson, represent- Dennet, and J. W. Gulick as Johnny
Roach, Barbour Stratton, Alice Van ed the Freshman class on varsity Juson were all superb in their charactDenbergh, Catherine Bard, Maxine squad. One of these, Bemice English, erizations. They presented clever acCarmean, Frances Masengill, Virginia played in some of the varsity games. tion and unusual ability.
Hallett, Dot Needy, Louise Mapp.
The plot of the play as reviewed in
' Though hockey was a new sport to
Ciotillion Club
the majority of the Freshmen, they last week's issue of the Breeze, had to
Sally Face, Louise Mapp, Alice Van soon learned the knack of handling the do with a young bachelor, who mixed
Denburgh, Dot Campbell, Catherine stick. Several exciting games were up with treasure, thieves, Russian jewBard, Maxine Carmean, Ida Roach, played between the Physical Ed. class- els and inferiority complexes, quite
Frances Masengill, Dot Needy, Bar- es.
forgets himself enough, to act as an
bour Stratton, and Louise Hooks.
The members of the class again old bloodthirsty ancestor of his would
Stratford Dramatic Club "^ ~ proved their loyalty when swimming have done. The unique part of the
Prudence Spooner and Dot Needy. season opened with a splash! Over performance was the taking of femiGlee Club
forty-five came out to le$rn the flut- nine roles by men. As finished as this
Lucie Vellines, Betty Bush, Sally ter, flutter, flutter, plunge, and scull- was, it seemed to provide the audience
Face, Louise Mapp, Lois Funkhouser, ing to back their class at the inter with a stimulus for laughter. Their
Margaret Tate, Norma Harrison, class meet. Due to their suua#fr the appreciation was quite evident and
audible throughout the play.
(Continued to Page i)
(Continued to Page 4)^

H.T.C. Defeated
In Tennis Match

MUSICAL REVUE WILL FURNISH
THEME FOR CLASS DAY

George Washington University defeated Harrisonburg in the third tennis match on Saturday, May 10. The
match consisted of three singles and
two doubles, Bones, Smith, and Mitchell played for Harrisonburg against
Detwiner, Turnbull and Fishburn in
singles and Bones and Smith, Harvey
and Mitchell for Harrisonburg against
Turnbull and Detwiner, Sproul and
Butlen. for George Washington in
doubles.
Bones easily won over Detwiner by
a score of 7-5, 6-2, 2-0.
Smith fought a hard game against
Turnbull, but finally lost her three
sets by a score of 10-8, 6-1, 2-0.
Mitchell won her first set, 1-6, but
lost three sets to Fishburn, 6-4, 6-2,
2-1.
Bones and Smith played doubles for
Harrisonburg against Turnbull and
Detwiner. They won their second set,
7-9, but lost the other two, 6-1, 6-1.
Harvey and Mitchell, with much
skillful playing, won two sets, 6-3,
6-2, but lost one set, 9-7, to Sproul and
Butler playing for George Washington.
All the players on both teams displayed accuracy in placing, and skill in
low, fast strokes. That the teams
were evenly matched was evidenced by
the fact that the games lasted almost
three hours, and Harrisonburg, though
defeated by a final score of 3-1, was
by no means beaten.

One of the most and unusual of all
class presentations is to be staged tonight at eight o'clock in Walter Reed
Hall. It promises to be the most
original of all class exhibitions. Gypsy
decorations and costumes will carry
out the color scheme in a most pleasing manner. The plot is worked
around the idea of a gypsy camp. The
Freshmen in the Art Club have fixed
the scenery that the audience can well
visualize themselves as being amidst
the true surroundings of such a wondering tribe of people, bearing their
characteristics and secrete and delving into their mysterious lives. Miss
Faries has assisted in drilling a number of the Freshmen in dancing selections which will display the talent of
the class as well as the vocal contributions to the program. Between act*
entertainment will be provided in dramatic and unusual forms. There will
be choruses of every description which
will keep the eyes open and the ears,
too, for gypsfes play tambourines.
But too much must not be told, lest
all the secret be told. Each one must
come and find out for herself what the
Freshman Class has planned. Many
of the outstanding members will make
their debut in the limelight of this occasion. A rare treat lies in store for
all.

CHAPEL CONDUCTED
BY CLASS OF '33

Sparkling Music and Dancing

NANCY TROTT
ATTENDS RED
CROSS CONVENTION!

HARRISONBURG SENDS GROUP
OF DELEGATES TO WASHFRESHMAN GYPSIES GIVE MUSIC
INGTON
PROGRAM TODAY
Nancy Trott left Harrisonburg Sunday
afternoon, May 4, to attend the
The chapel exercises for today were
National
Red Cross Conference which
in charge of the Freshman class. The
was
held
from May 5 through May 8
president, Janet Lowrie, led in the
in
Washington,
as a delegate from this
Scripture reading, and prayer. After
college.
Mrs.
W.
J. Gifford, who is
announcements were made from the
head
of
the
Red
Cross
work in Rockfaculty and student body, Dorothy
Needy gave a short talk expressing ingham County, and several delegates
the Freshman class' appreciation of and Junior delegates from Harrisontheir sponsors, Miss Faries and Dr. burg, attended the convention in the
Pickett, and their mascot, little Billy same group.
The Convention itself was nationGibbons. Then a musical program was
rendered. Marguerite Smithey and wide in it's scope, with delegates from
Lucie Vellines sang a duet. Five girls, all over the United States. President
Virginia Zehmer, Lucie Vellines, Mar- Herbert Hoover gave the opening adgaret Tate, Betty Bush and Dorothy dress to the assembled delegates,
Harley, composed a quintet, which Monday morning. The program consang the theme song, "Slumber On, tinued with speeches, a reception, and
My Little Gypsy Sweetheart." The a dinner dance. A general session was
closing hymn was sung as a reces- also held Monday night, at which time
sional while the Freshmen filed out in Judge Barton Payne, who will be remembered here because of a speech
their gypsy costumes.
he made last year, and Dr.Rene Sand
STUDENT VOLUNTEER spoke.
A convention breakfast initiated!
Tuesday's
activities, which continued
GROUP FORMED HERE
with speeches from prominent Rec
Six delegates from H. T. C. attend- Cross workers,, and from Secretary o1
ed the Annual State Student Volun- the Interior Wilbur. In the afternoon
teer Conference that was held at a number of Round cable discussions'
Staunton the week-end of March 1st. took place, and a convention dinnei
Rev. Darby Fulton a former mission- was held at night at the Mayflowei
ary to Japan presented the theme of Hotel.
Wednesday morning was taken up]
the conference, "Thy Kingdom Come"
with
group discussions, and a convenin a very forceful manner. Other
tion
lunch.
A sight seeing trip foi
speakers were Dr. R. D. Bedinger an
the
Juniors
was
given in the afterevangelistic missionary to the Belgian Congo; Dr. L. B. Wolf, who has noon. The evening was free so that
(Continued to Page 4)
(Continued to Page S)
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Into the tall dark forest
The gypsies fearfully came,
DOROTHY MARTIN Called there from many far places
Sarah Dutrow To lose or to make them a name.
Marguerite Smithey
.........' Martha Ellison Used to the broad white highway
■ •■■■ Catherine Bard They felt bewildered; afraid
If7.7.
Betty Bush That they'd take the wrong pathway
Trrrrrmn; n-nii
Lucie Vellines And not find the magical glade.
Emilyn Peterson
Azile Swartz Then from the depths of the forest
Catherine Thompson Came folk who were friendly and gay,
Christobel Childs Who showed them how lovely is woodFrances Snyder
land,
TYPISTS
How easy to find one's way.
Audrey Miles
Ethel Townsend

EDITORIAL BOARD
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
<
Assistant Editors ...'.
Campus Editor
Society Editor
Column Editor
Poetry Editor
Athletic Editor
Exchange Editor
Organization Editors
Junior Advisor
Mercia Cash

BOARD OF
BUSINESS MANAGER
Assistant Business Manager
Assistant Business Manager

TOM SAYS
"The Freshman may be gypsies, but they're not wondering
astray."
Which one of our professors could
have been so absent-minded as to give
his finger-nails an examination and
cut his class?

Jane',.—"Bettie Marie, was your
grandfather in the Civil War?"
Bettie—"Heavens, no! how could he
be?"
Janet (absently)—"Well, he could
have
joined the Infantry."
The new life gave depth to the gypMANAGERS
sies;
^
ELIZABETH OAKES '31
Dot Needy (to date)—I just can't
Virginia Adkins '32 They brought to the woods their mirth,
get
my curriculum adjusted.
Martha Warren '32 And tried to prove to their new friends
Date
(hurriedly)—That's all right
How much their friendship was worth.
it
doesn't
show.
Kit.

EDITORIAL

My dearest Little Gypsies,
I'm greatly excited over being abli
to write to you, because I've alway:
taken a more or less maternal interes
in you.
You know ever since my visit to you]
when you gave your Big Sister Class
that nice party, I have been thinking
of you often, and wondering what
could do to prove a help in time of
trouble. However, I've been a litth
"skittish" about offering and sugges
tions, because your Aunt Abigai
might object. I love herUearly, but!
since I'm a gypsy, she's always seemec
a little uncertain as to whether or nof
I'm just the person to trust you little
dears with. I don't see why she should
object, though, for my mother saw to
it that I learned how to read and
write, and speak good English.
Well, as I was about to say, she
came to me yesterday and said she had
decided (with the help of Aunt Mehitable and Aunt Prunella) that she
would put you in my charge.
Of course, I was quite, quite happy)
about it. And listen, dears, I know
Tom approves for he purred his prettiest and rubbed against my red silk
skirt.

Johnny had been spanked for disPoor ittle green-horn Freshman
obeying
his mother. He went'out into
Making her bow to the world
SALUTE!
the
street
crying, and met a policeman.
Tried to make it a deep one—
Police—Johnny,
what's wrong ?
They called her too humble, poor girl.
With the dawn of today, we the Freshman class, make our bow to the
Johnny
(between
sobs)—It hurts.
I must stop now and answer yourl
College. 4 On three occasions we have recognized the uppef^lassmen. Now
Policeman—What
hurts ?
Deeply insulted at these words,
letters.
Write to me often, little gypwe seek recognition for ourselves as being our right. These three occasions
Johnny—The back of my lap.
With dignity she inclined her head;
sies,
because
I do love you so much.
have called forth praise from us for the ability and worthiness of the upper
That time—she was called snooty;
Gypsyishly
yours,
classmen. Today we have the same feeling of respect and admiration in
Maxine C—Alice, if you don't study
They spanked her and put her to bed.
Mme.
Gazella.
our hearts, but it is supplemented by a fullness of pride in our class.
you're going to the hot place.
We are proud, first, for the achievements that have been ours. We have The Juniors seeing her sad plight
Alice Van D.—Where's that?
Dear Madame,
given worthy members to the school's activities—scholastic, athletic, and Showed her j-u-s-t how to bend,
Maxine—Summer school.
I hope you don't mind if I leave off
social. As the college has taken us and given us things of value, we have Making themselves for ever more
the Gazella part, but it's so long and
tried—perhaps not always successfully—to return something of the best we Her honored and best-loved friend.
Frank (to Sally Face)—May I sit
hard to spell.
have to it.
on
your right hand at dinner?.
Kit.
We are all so happy to know that
Sally—No, I may need it to eat wjth,
We are proud, too, of the standards we have set for ourselves.
Our
Aunt
Abigail has allowed you to take
but
you
may
hold
it
awhile.
ambitions have been high, sometimes far too high. But what is the good of
A Moment and You
care
of
us, because we feel so much
an ideal if you cannot continue reaching for it? We have stretched toward If I could have one moment with you
more
at
ease.
The troth of the matter
Lucie
Vellines—Why
is
a
debutante
the heights, and in doing so have grown more ourselves.
now,
(you must promise to keep it a secret)
like
a
letter?
We are proudest, though, when we remember what opportunities are Out on some lonely mountain's topKitty«Lee—Because she has received is, we're a wee bit afraid of Aunt
most peak
ours. We have accomplished much; we have set standards for further acthe
stamp of public approval and is Abby—She knows so much.
complishment. Now on this day of ours, we feel our strength and know that With only God and, all the trees close
ready
for the male.
Madame, there's something I wantl
by
to ua is given the responsibility of upholding and enlarging on what other
to
tell you, and it's about our honorarf
classes have accomplished. It tempers our pride with a little humility to If I could stand beside you for awhile
members.
They are Miss Faries, Dr.
"I
know
I'm
crazy,"
said
the
inmate
realize the expectations that others have of us. To better what now seems And watch the sun sink slowly in the
Pickett,
and
little Billy Gibbons. Have
as
the
nurse
applied
Sloan's
linament,
nerfection is our task.
west.
"But
don't
rob
it
in."
you
met
them?
They were all three
Thus we have a truly gypsy-like mixture of emotions: a rich strength Leaving its tiny memories' lure for
at
our
Fresh
man-Junior
party. They're
me—
of pride; the pleasing dignity of respect; the encouragement of responsibility;
Babs
Stratton—"Why
are
you
walkdears,
and
we're
proud
to death of
and, through all, the spice and pleasantness of affection for the people and If I could stand on tiptoe and look up ing so slowly?"
them.
Aren't
we
lucky?
Into your lovely eyes of kindest gray
surroundings that have made this year an unforgettable one to all of us.
Prudence Snooner—"Oh, so that if
That look so calmly out upon the
We've got some swell officers too.
I
fall
asleep I won't fall so hard."
world—
(I hope Aunt Abigail won't see that
OUR BIG SISTERS
I'd look into their depths with just
"Swell," I don't think she'd like it.)
Mary Haga—"Ever read Carlyles You know they are Janet and Kitty,
one glance.
When we, as Freshmen, for the first time are doing our utmost to excell And then I'd nestle close within your Essay on Burns?"
Dot, Babs, Bettie, and "Cootie." We're
other class publications, and at the same time, be equal to our insignificant
Ida Roach—"I'm not in a medical right back of them, and proud to have
arms
school."
nftne, we find it rather difficult. Nevertheless, we are not without pride. And dream I
theni as our leaders.
We have the same pride in our issue of the Breeze that the upperclassmen
Goodness, speak of Angels—Here
Smithey.
had—only more.
Discouragement seems to be a nat- they are now, and they want me to go
ural ill of mankind, to which none of to the Big Gym. about something very
We're proud of everything, of our own day, of what now seems our school,
To Our Sister Class
of our sister class—aye, we've hit it there. From the time we learned last Dear Juniors, we sing to you today; us are immune, but the next time you mysterious. Oh boy! wait til you see
are tempted to succumb to it consider it.
fall that we had a sister class, we've been proud of it. They were our big Raising our voices in praise
the following list of defeats suffered
sisters and no one else's. We looked to them to sort of lend a hand, you You've failed us never,
Your little Gypsy niece,
by Abraham Lincoln before he finally
know, over the rough places, and they did. They've been kind and apprecia- We know we'll love you always.
Mary.
came out on top:
tive. That combination isn't always found in the attitude of an upperclass
for the lowest.
When Lincoln was a young man, he Dear Mary,
Tho' we're only Freshmen
When, one day, not so long ago, the juniors sang a song to us—Freshman New in the game,
van for the Legislature of Illinois and
I enjoyed your touching little letter
was badly swamped.
—we felt, oh, so proud. So, in our first attempt at a publication of onr own, We know how to run our race true,
IS much. The end raising my already
we pay tribute to the juniors, our sister class!
We've seen your great aim;
He next entered business, failed, and aroused curiosity to the nth degree.
We'll strive for the same.
spent seventeen years of his life pay- What can you Freshmen be doing in
Juniors,
ing up the debts of a partner.
the Big Gym? All I can gather is
AN APPRECIATION
We take off our hats to you.
that
the name is "The Gypsy camp."
He was in love with a beautiful woSid.
I've
heard how wonderful Dr. PickOn September 23rd, hundreds of girls came to H.T.C. who had never
man to whom he became engaged,—
ett, Miss Fairies, and Billy have been.
been to college before. We were just out of high school and we- knew comand then she died.
The Ball
You're lucky, indeed.
paratively little of the life before us.
Entering politics, he ran for ConTell Fanny I couldn't answer her
The first few days, we wondered around rather homesick and disappoint- The fire faries gave a ball last night gress, and was badly defeated.
letter this time. However, in regard
ed with it all. It was so entirely different from what we had always thought And all the smoke elves came
He failed in an appointment to the to mice, tell her that even if she does
The room was drenched in red gold
of as a college.
United
States Land Office.
light
find them in coca-cola bottles, golf
In a few weeks, we organized our class and at the same time we chose for
He
was
a defeated candidate for the bags, on the table as elsewhere, she
our advisers two people of whom we had already heard a great deal. We Furnished by great God, Flame.
United State Senate.
must be brave and remember that the
chose Miss Faries as our big sister and Dr. Pickett as our big brother.
In 1856 he became a candidate for little mice couldn't possibly hurt her.
Then came our party for the Juniors. We were all rather inexperienced The wind faries played a fantastic
tune
the Vice-Presidency, and was defeated.
I hope you will all be good and write
in the art of entertaining at H. T. C. and so we went for advice to our*sponWhile
the company was gay
In 1858" he was defeated by Douglas. to me often for I am a lonely soul.
sors. Dr. Pickett and Miss Faries were willing to be jacks-of-all-trades. They
Then the water imps came all too
One failure after another, and in
Hopefully yours,
helped us immensely in making the party * success
soon
face
of
them
all
he
became
one
of
the
There have been lots of other times when we have gone to them for help
Madame Gazella.
And ordered the fairies away.
and they have been most gracious.
greatest men America has produced.
Betty.
How trivial our small troubles appear
We, the Freshmn, also selected Billy Gibbons, as our mascot. Billy GibHenri—"Frank, how many f's are
in comparison!
there in roughly?"
bons hasn't given us any advice or help in the great problems, at least they
Your Son and Mine
seemed great to us, which we have had to meet, but he has been lots of fun.
We have enjoyed playing with him and he has made us remember that we are "Tis war that takes our lands best Valiant souls have gone to rest.
There was a young class so green,
blood.
not far removed from childhood ourselves.
Those who gave are left behind
So little it could scarcely be seen,
Awaiting that journey into lands that But the Juniors they found it,
We feel that we were exceptionally fortunate in obtaining such a mascot And with the ever-ageing time,
are blessed—
land such sponsors. It would'be hard for us to tell them just what they have All's lost beneath rain-drenched mud—
And what's more, they crowned it,
neant to us.
,
'
Your son and mine.
Your son and mine.
Of all the classes, the queen.
*
Lucie.
By a Junior.
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Social Activities
Seniors at Camp
A group of seniors who spent the
week-end of May third at Camp, included, Phyllis Palmer, Elizabeth
Coons, Rose Hogge, Bess Cowling,
Irene Garrison, Mildred Coffman,
Sarah Brooks, Mildred Blanks, Vivian
McDonald, Margaret Kelley Ruth Sisson, Marianna Duke, Juanita Berry,
Margaret Dixon, May Coffman, Frances Sutherland, Estelle Mc Kenzie,
Annabel Miller, Mildred Wade, Louise
Renolds, Mary Blankenbaker, Ruby
Stewart, Gladys Grice, Othelda Mitchell, Helen Lineweaver, Mina Thomas, and Carrie Dickerson.

THE BREEZE

CHANGE AND
EXCHANGE

National News

"The University of Chicago is the
When Congress adopted prohibition
first college in the middle West to es- in 1917 and all the state legislatures,
tablish a smoking room for co-eds. A except those of Conneticut and Rhode
special room is set aside in Ida Noyes Island, fell over themselves in the rush
Hall equipped with lazy chairs, plenty to ratify it, few imagined that after a
of ash trays, and a ventilating system dozen years prohibition would still be
to get rid of the smoke fumes.
the principal topic of popular discusThe University officials say that in- sion. Tariffs come and go; political
asmuch as girls insist of smoking, that leaders rise and fall, we hold grtve
the setting aside of a room for their international conferences without
special use was the only solution to the number; but year in and year out for
problem. Rather than having the girls more than a decade we carry on the
break the rules against smoking and same discussion about prohibition.
being make to be sneaky when want- Newspapers, colleges,. and organizaing a cigarette, it is better that they tions are conducting "straw-ballot"
be given a privilege of smoking in a polls in order to determine the sentiroom for hat purpose."
ment of the people regarding prohibiStratford Banquet
(
Virginia Tech.
tion. Many prominent men have also
The Stratfords are eagerly looking
"If I were seventeen," writes Doro- contributed their personal opinions
forward to the night of May 21. It is
thy Dow in the June College Humor, concerning this momentous question.
on this night that they will have their
"I would make up my mind once and Horace D. Taft, brother of the last
annual banquet. This year it will be
for all time that manners were very President Taft, Josephus Daniels,
held at Locust Grove, about ten miles
much more important than morals, be- former Secretary of the Navy, and
from here. Plans are being made for
cause manners make morals. I would George Wickersham, chairman of Preentertainment and favors for the
be a little touch-me-notish with boys. sident Hoover's Law Enforcement
members have already been ordered.
I would consider virginity a private, Commission, are among these illusEvery year the Dramatic club banaffair and no more to be talked about trious men.
quet is one of the outstanding things
than the state of one's liver.
Attorney-general Mitchell plans to
on the social calendar, and this year
"I would not bother to study very divide the country into ten districts,
the members are^planning to make it
much. I would know that studies instead of twenty-six, for purposes of
"bigger and better" than ever before.
didn't matter. I would take a lot of prohibition enforcement. Mr. Mitchell
gym work, so that I had hard muscles
Hikers at Camp
is making this change in connection
On the week-end of May 17 the and agood carriage, because that is a with he transfer of liquor regulation
Hikers Club will go to the school camp r,mall fortune to a girl later on. I from "the Treasury Department to the
where they will complete their course would make myself be neat even if I Department of Justice.
in the study of stars, study of bird hated it, because neatness is a habit
life, and camp cooking. Miss Virginia that grows on one so that it is no efAstronomers have photographed, at
Rath, former Physical Education in- fort at al.
Flagstaff, Arizona, a planet newly dis"If I were seventeen, I would be
structor is to be their guest of honor.
covered and algerbraicly named "X."
For some time the group of girls, worldly without being cynical. I would
under the .'leadership of Elizabeth say to myself that the best things in
For driving an automobile two hundKnight, has been making an intensive life are success, love, health and mo- red and thirty-one miles per hour
study of the heavenly bodies and bird ney. I would look forward to having Henry Seagrave was knighted. For
life as well as hiking, led by Stella all four of them, and a good deal else driving forty-five miler per hour, Sir
Mjrore and camp cooking under the besides.
Henry Seagrave was arrected and fin"If I were seventeen, I would not
supervision of Kitty Bowen. This club
ed $25. It depends on where you do it.
for nature study, organized by Miss face life thinking that things were
Rath during her second year here, has right or wrong or smart or unfashionAfter twelve weeks of negotiation,
created much interest among the girls. able because, fortunately or not, right | the London Naval Conference has anThey are looking forward with a great and wrong are abstractions most of nounced an agreement by which the
deal of anticipation to their first trip us never fathom. I would say to my- United States, England, and Japan
self instead that I could do anything I
to the school camp.
agreed to a holiday in battleships and
While at camp these girls plan to wanted to do if I first thought it over in air-craft carrier construction. All
make their meals from camp dishes and decided that I would not mind pay- five powers agreed on methods of
ing the cost. I could do vulgar things
cooked by those taking that course.
listing naval strength, of humanizing
if I did not mind the fact that nice
Submarine war fare, and of limiting
Expression Recital
people would shy away from me, clasOn Tuesday night, Bay 20th, "Jim- sifying me as vulgar. I would do un- Submarine specifications. The agreemy" Knight will give a dramatic re- conventional things, but if I did, I ments do not include special British
security guarantee to France.
cital in the music room.
must expect that conventional people
Her numbers are especially well would rebuke and snub me. I could
Now that the government has forcchosen. They consist of: "If I were A get more out of life by working than
King," "The Man With the Hoe," and by grafting. If I were seventeen, I ed all food and drug manufacturers to
a group of short stories. "Jimmy" would, in short, do all the things that put a full description of the goods on
will be assisted in her recital by Helen would seem to fit me for a happy life the label, the only step remaining is
to persuade the consuming public to
Wick who will sing two numbers: "An later on.
read the labels. In connection with all
Open Secret," and an Italian Song.
"And ten years later I would wonthe other activities for which a special
der why some girl who had had 'Seveweek
has been designated, why not
STUDENT VOLUNTEER TJROUP ral lovers and often got drunk, and
ha^e
a
"Read the Label" week?
FORMED HERE
whose only' sport was to lift a cock(Continued from Page 1)
tail shaker and whose conversation
The editor of the German newsbeen an active missionary in India for was a smiling silence, was ten times
paper,
Zeitiaig, told New York reporttwenty five years and Dunbar Ogden as popular and ten times as attractive
ers
that
he expected America to lead
a graduate student from the Seminary as I was!"
the
world
in culture "within thirty or
at Richmond, gave very helpful and
forty
years.
Like most Europeans,
inspiring talks. The delegates were found among the other literaure in the
Mr.
Duvall
concedes
to the future a
delightfully entertained by the girls reading room.
condition
which
has
already come
The organization is open to all stuof Mary Baldwin College.
about.
Since the conference a Student Vol- dents who are interested in full time
It ought to be needless to multiply
unteer Group has been organized on Christian service either at home on in
the campus here. Its purpose is to other countries, and we will be glad to examples, but every American traveler
promote interest in foreign and home welcome these to the two meetings, can testify that, whenever a crowd
missions. To realize this aim we meet Sunday at 5:00 P. M. in Music Room gathers in Paris, London, or Berlin,
twiee each week to study the lives of and Tuesday at 6:45 P. M. in the Y. and one confidently expects to see a
crowned head or at least a duchess, it
missionaries and the work being done W. C. A. Social room.
always turns out to be a welcome to
in various fields of service. The plan
NATIONL NEWS
Charles
Fafrel, a farewell to Joan
of study for the rest of the quarter is
Crawford
or^an enthusiastic inspection
to discuss the book—"Prayer and MisSyracuse University has organized
sions" by Helen Barrett Montgomery a course in air mapping, financed by of Lindbergh.
The Holy Land is bristling with
an outstanding worker in the Christ- the Guggenheim Foundation, open to
hostilities
and bickering, but the holy
ian world today.
students at the State College of ForThis organization is affiliated with esty. One of the important applica- war is called off while Moslem and
the Virginia and National movement. tions of air mapping is in lumber scal- Jew alike tag after Aimee Semple McThe local group has the following ing, for an experienced forest engineer Pherson. Paris is dotted with cockofficers: Glen Baker, president; Stella can estimate the approximate amount tail bars, Germany sells out a factory
Harmon, Secretary; Azile Schwarz, of lumber in any area from study of to an American Millionaire every
Chairman of Program Committee. As airplane photographs properly taken. week, and England is giving reluctant
a guide to the work there is the Stu- The usual method involves long ex- attention to steam heat. "Thirty or
forty years" indeed!
dent Volunteer Bulletin which may be peditions on foot.
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THE OLD FAMILY
COOK STOVE

cookstove. All hail to the fam
cookstove—preserver of Ameri
beauty!

Christobel Childs
Dear old family Cookstove—how
sweetly do these words fall on my enchanted ears! They make my heart
glow with pride and my eyes shine
with admiration as I gaze on the
stones shining rods and glowing appurtenances. The very words bring
back memories of many happy days,
where the thermometer declared the
temperature to be ninety in the shade,
spent in cooking on the stove and polishing those self-same rods and fixtures—then so dull and lustreless.
But the day of the family cooktove is passing—much to my sorrow.
Electricity and similar modern fixtures
are supplanting this darling of my
heart. I cherish one main misgiving
against the downfall of the darling
heart—that of the destruction of
beauty.
Everyone will admit that a summer
of cooking on an old fashioned cookstove will 'give one "that schoolgirl
complexion." (Whether the charm of
"a skin you love to touch" is also acquired has not been determined yet.)
He who doubts this has only to glance
at anyone who has just come oot of
the kitchen to be convinced of the
truth of my Statement: One glance at
the roseate glow and dewy freshness
of her complexion will suffice. Do not
mistake my point, however, I am not
advocating that every seeker after
beauty should join a cookstove worshiping cult—not at all. I have too
much respect for the digestive systems
of the families of the Country. However, I still contend that for the acquisition of genuine beauty, there is
nothing quite like the old fashioned

Take Gandhi Prisoner
Mahatma Gandhi, leader of the N
tionalist civil disobedience campai
was arrested early this morning 1
Surah. He will suffer imprisonmei
druing the government's pleasure.
A declaration of loyalty to the Vic
roy, Lord Irwin, was published t&
night by ninety of the largest Beng.
land owners, headed by Maharajah S
Prodyol Kumar Tagore of Calcutta.
This is expected to be a salutar
example to those leaders of moderat
opinion who have been "sitting on thfence" Irwing Gandhi's civil disobed|
ience campaign.
They assure the viceroy of th
united and whole hearted support o
the great majority of the people o
India in "any measures the govern
ment may adopt to maintain unim
pared the reputation of the British
paramount power throughout th
Indian empire."

PERMANENT
WAVING

$ Pauline's Beauty Shop
30 S. Main St

Phone 777

Fletcher's
Pharmacy
Delicious Hot toasted sandwiches

New Jewelry Store

JohnW.
Taliaferro & Sons

GEORGE'S
Candy Kitchen

South Main one door south Va.

Hot Lunches
Hot Coffee
Hot buttered toasted
Sandwiches
No dish over 10c
Delicious Coffee
The best Home Made Candies
with the lowest price
College girls this is your first
stop and first up to date store
down town.

When in need
of
Ladies Ready-to-lVear
Visit

The Hess Studio
Most up to-date Studio in the
Valley

t

RALPH'S
Harrisonburg's only Exclusive J
Ladies Skoppe '

■\\\\^wwywwwvwwwv
The

S. BLATT'S

World's Finest
Fountain Pen and the largest stock of Pens in the City
will be found at

D. C. DEVIER & SONS
Jewelers Since 1900

Harrisonburg, Va.
Phone 5 5
.VWAV.WWWWWWW1

A Story You Hear Every Day

1

"Doesn't she have the daintiest feet? And they always look
so neat and stylish, I wonder where she gets her skoesf". . .
Your feet too will look neat, dainty and stylish if you wear the new styles shown by
»

Joseph Ney & Sons Co.
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though, for he is so busily engaged in heritage are his. Of such stuff are swimming," carried on by the lucky
counting the blades of grass in the trivial details, but the broad compre- ones who more nearly resembled memsmall plot at his foot that he misses hension of life and the meaning of bers of our faculty, won first place.
Dorothy Martin
the beauty of a landscape stretched poets and artists made.
The class was represented by four
out before him. So he misses the
members on the varsity team, Sid
With a last forceful statement, the lesson's and his life's broader mean- BASEBALL AND SWIMM- Henderson, Sarah Dutrow, Janet LawLet us have your order for
professor brought his talk to a close, ings.
rie and Pete Peterson.
ING
ARE
IN
SEASON
and turned to write down the assignA third type is the estimable judge.
The members of the class who made
MOTHER'S DAY
ment. As I relaxed from my tense This individual listens with the most
With class baseball practice, be- varsity tennis squad are: Lois Van
writing position, I glanced idly at the earnest attention to all that is said ginner's swimming, and life-saving Peh, Hortence Pointer, Lucy Coyner
CANDY
last few lines of my neighbor's notes. and absorbs it dutifully. His talent, classes, the athletic program for the and Nellie Coyner.
To my assignment, the statement met though, is his ability to select care- next two weeks is well filled.
Foss and McPhail
Base ball is now the outstanding
my eye that; "Spanish Juana and Ger- fully but quickly the grain from the
Class baseball practice started last sport. Like the other sports, the girls
man Phil had a son, Charles V. His chaff and allow his fingers to guide his week. The Freshmen are getting in are taking a great deal of interest in
Aunt Catherine was divorced by Henry pencil in setting down what he almost the practices necessary for winning it. They will soon have inter class
VII, so Charley jumped on the Pope, unconsciously decides are the truly points, and therefore have fourteen games which will decide to whom the
and the dropped Henry from the ap- important facts. He is fortunate, not practices scheduled, while the Sopho- championship belongs.
proved list."
only for this ability but also for bal- mores, Juniors and Seniors have only
The Freshman class is also well reI raised my eyes from the page and ance of character. Usually he is four, The championship games will presented in the Hikers Club. They
looked at the writer. Her appearance briad-minded, yet the balance keeps be played the week of May 19.
will complete their course while at the
PhONE*74^
I^N-MAINST.
marked her with the same cnaracter- him at the same lofty level his ideals
Beginner's swimming classes have school camp on the week-end of May
lsiics that her notes did, and since I set for him. He is rather rare and been organized under the supervision 17.
1
knew her rather well, I found the like most rare things, of value—as a of Miss Faries, and many girls who JUST LOOK WHAT FRESHMEN DO
Lilian Gochenour
marks spoke truthfully. She was friend and a citizen.
have not yet mastered the art are now
Exclusive Millinery
(Continued from page 1)
modern in thought and action, and
His opposite is the speeder. We learning the elementary strokes and
Blue Moon Hose
Eleanor Moore, Marguerite Smithy,
with a modern's need for time, made find here the person who takes down dives.
Vanity
Fair Underwear
and Dot Needy.
ner tnoughts and actions brief, direct everything that is said. Relevant and
The Life Saving Examiner's are folDebating Club
124 E. Market St.
and vivid. The vividness of her age irrelevant statements are of equal im- lowing the ten hour program instituted
Marguerite
Smithy,
President.
expressed itself in the statement which portance in his notes. The solemn and here by Captain Melvin T. Carr in inproclaimed so forcefully that "the heavily propounded theories that his structing those who are aspiring to the Eloise Thompson, Jo Wooding, Nell
rope dropped Henry from the approv- professors talk themselves hoarse Red Cross Life Saving emblem. Many Taylor Vice-President.
Breeze Staff
ed list."
about are side by side with quaintly girls have entered the class, which has
Marguerite
Smithey, Sarah Dutrow,
it was not until some time later that erudite stories that they introduce in been divided into two sections', one of
Betty
Bush,
Mercia
Cash, and Audrey
1 suddenly |'elt tnat the notes each of fond belief that they are using humor which is being taught by Irene GarriMiles.
my classmates was taking would be to illustrate their points. A speeder son, Jimmie Knight and Ida Hicks,
Schoolma'am Staff
jusi as ui tie rent as their characters is rather like a machine; you feed any and the other section by Elizabeth
Catherine
Bard and Louise Hooks.
and as good an indication .of their amount of material into him, and the Davis, Julia Duke and Margaret
The
following
Freshmen have been
cnaraciers as any 1 could laid. 1 had same amount trickles back in note Campbell.
on the Honor Roll.
read ine notes of most of them, had form. So it is in all his life. He abDot Martin, Marguerite Smithey,
"Service With A Smile"
copied some in fact, and in each case sorbs all that his surroundings offer NANCY TROTT ATTENDS RED
Martha
Franklin,
Sydney
Aldhizer,
CROSS CONVENTION
mere was a resemolance between tne him, but instead of retaining someBettie Marie Coffey, Clara Dove, Doro(Continued from page 1) \
notes and tne writer that could not oe thing to furnish him a means of growthy Dove, and Elizabeth Miller.
overlooked. Character has often been th and development, he allows it all delegates could chose their own enWWLWVAWWWW
ciassuied uy the manner of walking, to flow back again in one form or an- tertainment.
of dressing, or of lifting an eyebrow; other. He is quite liable to be a gosThe final plenary session was held in
out here, I though, was something sip, and hia choice of career runs to- the Chamber of Commerce, Thursday
new. - .
4 ■
ward. newspaper reporting or sales- morning, at which time reports of
There is first the type of note-taker manship of the kind called "persuas- committees were given. Harry Bruce
>»
wno may be called the sensationalist. ive."
Wilson, National Director of the JunTo this type, only superlatives are imThere are other types, all most in- ior Red Cross, made a final address.
FOODS FOR THE
portant. His mind cannot grasp the terest and novel, but the only one that Volunteer Service Committee meetsignincance of a statement unless it I shall mention is the dreamer. Here ings were held in the afternoon.
FEAST
stands out above everything else. A we find a type that subdivides itself
Some of the most significant figures
Has had the contract for
No Purchase Too Small
glance at his notes shows that they into two classes. Often both show the in the nation were speakers during the
the printing of THE BREEZE
aoound in statements about the big- same outward characteristics, though convention, including Professor C. E.
No Favor Too Great
(Student publication of the
gest migration, most powerful king, quite different basically. The distin- A. Winslow of Yale University, Dr.
nignest mountain range, greatest fin- guishing appearance of their note- Thomas E. Green, Julius Klien, asHarrisonburg State TeachGOOD FOODS AT
ancial power. Such a person is quite books is the blankness of the pages. sistant secretary of Commerce, Seners College) for four years
often the kind whose sense of humor In the first class of dreamers this ator Arthur Cooper of Kansas and
CHEAPER PRICES
including the summer isis so dull that only the broadest, and blankness is due to the blankness of Karl A. Bicke, president of the United
most slap-stick kind of humor will the person's mind. Somehow, he feels Press.
sues. A record to be proud
Nancy returned Friday, with a great
appeal to it. Not only that, but his it impossible to keep his thoughts
of. Let us demonstrate our
habit of overlooking the smaller de- steadfastly upon the subject at hand, deal of enthusiasm and valuable intails' part in leading to an important and off they go on a matter that,en- formation for the furtherance of Red
service to you.
event is apt to be reflected in his in- gages his attention more clearly for Cross work and for the convention.
difference to the little courtesies of the time being. The same trait exDAYTON,
VIRGINIA
FRESHMAN OUTSTANDING H. T.
life and the subtleties of action.
COME TO SEE US For
tends itself to his actions and they beC. ATHLETICS
TheYe is next quite a different type come pointless as he becomes irresDrugs, Toilet articles, Kodaks
Phone 89
(Continued from Page 1)
—the statUtican. To such a person ponsible. He sometimes complains of
REILLY DRUG CO.
figures have an irresistible attraction. never having an opportunity not real- class was awarded second place in hnis
event.
The
stunt,
"The
Faculty
in
Kavanaugh Hotel Annex
Mathematical statements of numbers, izing that he failed to grasp it when
computations, possibilities, and results it was present. The other dreamer
fill his notebook's pages. He finds in- leaves his class with a blank page,
describable satisfaction in finding the but never a blank brain. The notes'
exact number of soldiers commanded that he neglected to take are all storby Xerxes, how many feet high the ed up in the forms of stimuli that have
You may now open a CHARGE ACCOUNT with us for
Alps that Napoleon crossed were> the given rise to splendid visions. He
Shoes and Hosiery.
latitude and longitude of he very spot doesn't need to glace at written notes,
^DEPARlrffNT STOWS
where Captain Cook was killed, and for he has pictures of the marvels that
the minute when each peace treaty have happened, that are happening,
was signed. Needless to say, this per- and that he may have the power of
son has a passion for exactness. Truth causing to happen—all on the screen
RAYON UNDIES ARE
he seeks, and truth he will find meas- of his inner visualization. More than
40 MAIN STREET
ured in-the minutest numbers of rarely he. fails a course for lack of
LUXURIOUS
grams. He is rather to be pitied the experiences that form our social

CLASS NOTES
ARE MIRRORS

Williamson's

dlfory'Bineoln OudksTm

Mick or Mack

The

Shenandoah Press

Piggly-Wiggly
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Girls We Thank You For Your Patronage
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MERIT SHOE CO., Inc.

CANDY-LAND
The Sweetest spot in Town, Where you can always find
your friends.
HOMEMADE CANDIES AND ICE CREAM
Improved Sanitary conditions for your Healths Sake

^umps, Oxfords, One straps—Hosiery, Gloves, Undies

And very reasonably
priced! Plain tailored and
neatly trimmed chemise,
bloomers, gowns, dancettes
and vests. Smart young
ladies buy them at these low
prices—

See our $1.35 Silk Stockings

49c to 1.98

FETZER'S
Harrisonburg's One Price Cash Store
The best things for College Girls may be found here

Make this your Headquarters

B. Ney & Sons
Harrisonburg, Virginia

FETZER'S
Of Interest to College Girls
Our Purchase of Easter Coats,
Suits, Dresses

>

B. Ney & Sons
Opposite the Post Office
On the Hill
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